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The Finance Committee of the Iraqi Parliament sent formal communication/ letter (number 

738 dated 8 October 2015) to the Minister of Finance regarding “Export of Southern Oil”. 

The FC Letter refers to “statistics on oil export volume according to production areas” that 

was done by the “research department” of the Parliament.  

The following is the translation of FC Letter contents: 

1- Total export from the southern oil during the first nine months of this year was 755 

million barrels; giving a monthly average of 83.8 million barrels and total production 

of 1005.6 million barrels for the entire 2015. This total represents oil production by 

“national efforts” and from “bid rounds”; 

2- Total export from the southern oil during 2007, before bid rounds, was 556 million 

barrels; hence the difference is 449.6 million barrels; 

3- If the “price” of the southern oil is $40 a barrel, then what we get from the bid rounds 

in 2015 is: [40*449.6=17984] million US dollars; 

4- It was mentioned during our meeting with you [4 October 2015] at the Finance 

Committee that IOCs due entitlements for the bid rounds is $21 billion in 2015; 

meaning we pay ca. $3billion more than what we earn from these bid rounds.     

The Letter ends by requesting clarification from the Minister and what he is going to do 

in addressing this matter for this year and forthcoming years. 

 

Unfortunately and regrettably, the above submission by the FC suffers from very serious 

inaccuracies, factual errors, lack of information and knowledge of the main contractual 

provisions governing the bid rounds and confused understanding of the nature of upstream 

petroleum development.   

My assessment of FC Letter is premised on the following: 

First; when FC Letter compares southern oil exports in 2015 with 2007 it ignores the links 

between “production” and “export” of oil from southern oilfields: approximately 83% of oil 

produced in the south was destined for export in that base year (2007); and more seriously, 

undermines the estimation of the “incremental oil production-IOP” occurring between the 

base year (2007) and the target or comparing year (2015).  

 

Almost all (more than 95%) southern oil production and export in 2007 came from what I call 

“B3+M3”: the three big brown oilfields of Rumaila, West Qurna one-WQ1, Zubair and the 

three Missan oilfields (Buzrgan, Faqe and Abu Gharab). The “B3+M3” were offered in bid 

round one-BR1 (June 2009) and their contracts became effective in 2010.  
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The contracts for (BR1) comprise important provisions that applies a 5% natural decline per 

annum on the contracted “base-line production-BLP” for each of the above oilfields; and this 

has significant implications when calculating the “incremental oil production-IOP”.  

There are two methods to calculate IOP in 2015 compared with oil production in 2007 (prior 

to BR1): 

The first method gives IOP as equal to “Additional Oil Production” (in 2015) above the BLP 

(of 2007) Plus the Decline in BLP (calculated in 2015), which was compensated by additional 

production; 

The second method gives IOP as equal to “Total oil production” (in 2015) Minus the 

Remaining of the BLP (in 2015). 

The two methods give the same IOP; but method two is much easier as short cut since the 

three variables: total production in 2015; BLP and the 5% decline rate are known.  Hence, I 

will use it in this intervention.1     

 

Also, there are (or could be) two interpretations, implications or calculations for this 5% 

reduction in BLP: a relative and absolute. The relative reduction implies 5% reduction on the 

“remaining” annual BLP, while the absolute reduction implies a fixed 5% reduction a year of 

the “original” BLP (in the base year 2007).  

Accordingly, the absolute reduction implies full depletion/production of the contracted/ 

original BLP in 20 years, compared to 64% depletion of the contracted/ original BLP in 20 

years, when relative reduction applies.        

 

The implication of this contractual provision is that base-line production for these oilfields 

becomes in 2015 approximately 66% of its level of 2007, when the relative reduction applied, 

or 60% when the absolute reduction applied.2  

Hence, in case of the relative reduction the “incremental production” in 2015 due to BR1 

effects is equal to “Total production in 2015 minus 66% of the base-line production for these 

“B3+M3” that were prevailed before the bid rounds”. By the same token, the “incremental 

export” in 2015 due to BR1 effects is equal to “Total export in 2015 minus 66% of the export 

level (of 2007) that was prevailed before the bid rounds” 

And, in case of the absolute reduction the “incremental production” in 2015 due to BR1 

effects is equal to “Total production in 2015 minus 60% of the base-line production for these 

“B3+M3” that were prevailed before the bid rounds”. By the same token, the “incremental 

export” in 2015 due to BR1 effects is equal to “Total export in 2015 minus 60% of the export 

level (of 2007) that was prevailed before the bid rounds” 

 

If we apply these two reduced ratios to southern oil export, the “difference” between 2015 and 

2007 export levels increases from 449.6 million barrels, as estimated by FC Letter, to 648.6 

million barrels; or an increase of 44.3% over FC Letter estimation in the relative reduction 

                                                           
1 I am very grateful to my colleague Thamir Alghdhban, former Oil Minister and Chairman of PMAC, for his 

valuable comments on earlier draft and for further clarification on the implication of the 5% on the estimation of 

the incremental production. 
2 Since FC Letter uses 2007 as base year for comparison I will also use this year though the effective date of 

these BR1 contracts was in 2010. 
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method; or to 672 million barrels (representing an increase of 49.5% over FC Letter 

estimation in the absolute relative reduction method. 

 

Second, also FC Letter did not mention the allocation of southern oil production for domestic 

needs mainly to refineries and to power generation.  

The average southern oil delivery to refineries was 237 thousand barrels daily (kbd) during 

the 2nd half of 2008 (available and used as proxy for 2007) and 40.75kbd delivery to power 

stations in the same period. The corresponding figures for the first eight months of 2015 are 

372.9kbd for refineries and 92.5 kbd for power generation.   

On the aggregate there is an increase for such deliveries of 187.6kbd in 2015 over those in 

2007 [465.4-277.8]; meaning that  68.3 million barrels of oil delivered for domestic needs 

have not been considered by FC Letter, and thus impacts its assessment of the bid round.   

 

Third, FC Letter uses monthly average of the first nine months to estimate oil export for the 

fourth quarter and for total oil export for 2015. This could be the case, though with low 

likelihood since the quarterly data for southern oil export indicates to an upward direction. 

During the first three quarters, southern oil exports increased by 10 million barrels every 

quarter: from 74 mb to 84 mb to 93 mb for quarters 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 

Moreover, all available information indicates that southern oil production, and thus export, 

will increase in the fourth quarter compared with the previous three quarters of this year.  

In such eventuality, total southern oil export could be much higher than what was assumed 

and calculated by FC Letter. 

 

Fourth, FC Letter uses $40/barrel to estimate southern oil export revenues attributed to bid 

rounds. Here again, there seems to be a grave factual error when it comes to oil prices of these 

exports. Based on data concerning southern oil exports and related export revenues published 

by SOMO and the Ministry of Oil for the period January-August 2015 I calculate the monthly 

oil price.  

My calculation indicates to an “average” oil price for “Basra” crude at $48.63/ barrel during 

that period; generating $32.366 billion in export revenues up to end August 2015. This clearly 

indicates a significant error margin of 21.6%, price wise, in the FC Letter estimation. 

 

Now, if we apply our estimation under the relative reduction methods for only the two 

factors used by FC Letter (i.e., the increase in export volumes of 648.6 million barrels 

and the realized export price of $48.63/ barrel) that would give a total of $31.541 billion 

(a very close estimate to actual southern oil export revenues of $32.366 billion mentioned 

above), comparing with $17.984 billion estimated by FC Letter.  

This means there is $13.557 billion, representing 75.4%, underestimation that was not 

considered by FC Letter calculation. 

But under the absolute reduction interpretation the increase in export volumes of 672 

million barrels and the realized export price of $48.63/ barrel) that would give a total of 

$32.679 billion (a slightly higher estimate to actual southern oil export revenues of 

$32.366 billion mentioned above), comparing with $17.984 billion estimated by FC 

Letter.  
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This means there is $14.655 billion, representing 82.5%, underestimation that was not 

considered by FC Letter calculation. 

 

If we add, to either calculation of the two reduction methods mentioned above, the  

upwards estimation for southern oil exports during the last quarter of this year and 

incorporate the allocation of oil for domestic needs, then the magnitude of 

underestimation by FC Letter would increase further; and its credibility erodes further. 

 

Fifth, FC Letter referees to $21 billion for IOCs entitlements in 2015 as mentioned above, 

uses the amount and draws conclusions without further clarifications or even provides a 

breakdown on its components. On this matter I would say the following: 

1- Contractually, IOCs working on any oilfields has to provide an annual Work Program 

and related Budget for the consideration and approval by the Ministry of Oil. The 

resulting entitlements depends on the actual implementation of the approved Work 

Program and its  Budget; 

2- The actual entitlements are calculated (and paid) on quarterly basis in accordance with 

the provisions of the signed contract and the accounting and auditing procedures; 

3- Entitlement that exceeds the contractually specified threshold/ cap of the “deemed 

revenues” for cost recovery and for remuneration fee transfers automatically to the 

next quarter and so on; without interest for “Petroleum cost” and “remuneration fee” 

but with interest for “Supplementary cost”; 

4- The practice has been the approved entitlement for the last quarter in any year 

becomes payable at the end of the first quarter of the following year; 

5- Available information indicates that $9 billion out of this $21 billion are related to 

2014; southern oil export revenues in 2014 totaled $81.155 billion (which FC Letter 

makes no reference to these revenues in its estimation). The remaining $12 billion are 

to cover 2015 entitlements; but since the last quarter entitlements will be transferred to 

2016 then the payable entitlements in 2015 could be down to $9 billion (assuming 

equal quarterly payments of such entitlements).  Here again I think FC Letter made a 

grave error of judgement and arriving at questionable conclusion;  

6- It is very important to be aware that investment done (total cost recovery entitlements) 

in any given year is, and should be understood as, part of the long-term development 

of the oilfields (that in our case exceeds 20 years) and, thus, should not be assessed by 

the generated revenues in that year, as FC Letter has done. Because such an 

assessment is methodologically wrong, professionally (i.e., legally, economically and 

financially) misleading and in accurate.  

Incidentally, during the first half of 2013 two parliamentarians (without naming them) 

made similar fallacious assessment; but their views were refuted formally by the Ministry 

of Oil and also by me (during a training workshop held in Erbil- June 2013); I am 

therefore surprised to see FC Letter do the same!  

Partial, politicized and unprofessional propositions are useless and serve no good 

purpose! 
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Final Remarks 

Based on the above the FC Letter has rather weak premises with many shortcomings and this 

could reflect badly on the credibility and reputation of the Finance Committee in the 

Parliament.  

 

The Committee’ call on the Minister of Finance for suggestion on what to do, for this and 

coming years, to address IOCs entitlements is not enough, to say the least. The call should be 

to the entire Cabinet with specific emphases on the role of the Ministry of Oil, particularly its 

PCLD (with regards to related oil contracts) and SOMO (with regards to potential southern oil 

exports, prices and revenues).   

Proper and thorough understanding of the signed contracts for upstream petroleum is a 

prerequisite for seeking options on what to do under the environment of low oil prices and 

high vulnerability in export revenues.  

Finally, Accuracy and Transparency what matter. More accuracy of information and details 

on the composition of what was or has to be paid to the IOCs is critically vital and needed. A 

breakdown of IOCs entitlements in terms of cost recovery, remuneration fee on project-by-

project base are necessary transparency requirements for better governance and proper 

assessment of the bid rounds effects.  

Moreover, Iraq is an EITI compliant country and thus should adhere to provide full disclosure 

of such detailed information on IOCs payment in cash, in-kind or in both.   

The Iraqi EITI annual report due in December 2015 was “contracted” to cover 2013 and 2014 

and hopefully will provide full details of all payments made to IOCs during these two years, 

among other important data pertaining to this sector.   

 

BS! So far and after 12 days from FC Letter date, neither feedback was provided by the 

Minister of Finance nor a comment by the Ministry of Oil!!!.  

 

20 October 2015 
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